
Childcare Hub Partnerships in York – Childminder Case Study 

 

 

I am a childminder and live and work from my home in Strensall caring for children on a 

term time basis and the children I care for are in the early years and at primary 

school. I have been registered since 2007. 

 

We have a very strong childminding partnership in our area that has progressed and 

been enhanced by the support of New Earswick Children’s Centre, where we are 

provided with a weekly session where we can meet, plan activities and carry them out 

and offer support to each other. 

 

We are also very fortunate to have a very strong Partnership in our area with the local 

primary school, pre-schools and private day nurseries. This has recently progressed 

with the start of the Hub pilot scheme. From the beginning of this pilot we feel, as a 

childminding group, that we have been allowed to be fully involved and welcomed into it. 

 

The benefits of the Hub to us as a group and as individuals are huge. As lone workers it 

can feel very isolating at times, as we are left to decipher the EYFS, work with parents 

and often learning as we go along. The Hub means we have professional support where 

we can ask advice and be included in training and enhancing the childcare provision in 

our area.  Historically childminders have not always been seen as professional child care 

practitioners and working with the Partnership and the Hub is a way in which we can 

change these antiquated views and is helping us to feel more confident in our practice 

as the professionals that we are.  

 

I have been attending the meetings, as the voice of the local childminders, and have 

always felt my views and values have been listened to and that I have been allowed to 

be a part of the decision making processes. I take with me to the meetings the 

thoughts and ideas from our childminding group and then feedback from the meeting to 

them. We feel included in the provision for our local children and as part of the drive 

to improve standards and childcare options for parents and the commitment to best 

serve the local families. 

 



The Hub is a wonderful stepping stone for the children in our care which allows us to 

make positive transitions, particularly when children start school. I have been invited to 

come and observe the children in my care who are now at school and supported in 

making the pre-schoolers school ready. This includes our weekly invitation to use Forest 

Schools and being welcomed into Christmas productions. These opportunities mean the 

children are familiar with the school and its grounds and will make the transition to 

school less daunting. 

 

We have already had our first training course through the Hub, mud kitchen training, 

and we hope in the future to further these opportunities with group safeguarding 

training and first aid, for example. These opportunities are particularly important for 

us as sole workers as we often feel it is impossible to attend training courses during 

the day as we do not work in teams and can rarely find appropriate cover and taking a 

day off results in a loss of earnings.  

 

With the risk of losing some or all of our Children’s Centres  and the possible reduction 

of support available from CYC, the support we receive from the Hub is vital both for us 

as practitioners but more importantly the children in our care to ensure that they 

receive the richest childcare and best practice. But to do this we need to continue the 

work we do together to improve our knowledge, discuss ideas, reflect on our practice 

and make changes where necessary. We are, in essence, a multi-agency team and the 

Hub is an opportunity for us all to share our expertise and improve standards.  

 

Sarah Forster 


